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hello love!
I'm so happy that you've download my Atomic Vision Board Blueprint!  My method for
building vision boards so that all the good things start coming to your life FAST is so much
fun and I can't wait to get started.

I want to offer a special welcome to two particular groups who seem to find their way to me.

The first believes that this whole manifestation thing is a bunch of hooey and I'm a nut job.
They're just downloading this so they can see exactly how far gone I am.  

The second has tried manifesting before -maybe lots of before - and nothing really changed.
So much wasted time and so many wasted dreams. You downloaded this hoping against
hope that this time, it will work.

I've been a proud card-carrying member of both groups so I want you to know I see you and
I feel you.

What if I could show you a way to create a vision board that's probably unlike anything
you’ve seen before? Something so personal and powerfully charged that it changes the way
you see the world while it calls in your heart’s deepest desires? Not only that, the good stuff
starts coming your way almost immediately.

Are you game for giving that a go? 

Awesome! That’s exactly what the Atomic Vision Boards Blueprint can do for you and I’m so
excited to show you exactly how to create yours!

First, a little background.

What ARE Vision Boards?

Vision boards are amazing manifestation tools that have been around for years. Our
subconscious mind (the part of our mind responsible for 95% of the manifestation process) 
 responds the best to visual images. Why? Because those images call up feelings, the most
primal, powerful, fast-acting tool for manifesting your dreams into reality!

So how do they work? I could go into all the theory of The Law of Attraction behind the power
of vision boards, but I’d rather talk about the actual mechanics of how our brains work. (If you
stay with me for any amount of time, you’ll learn that I am a total nerd).

Our brains are wired for safety. Why? Because back in the caveman days, safety equaled
survival. Saber-toothed tigers lurked around every corner, so we couldn't afford to make one
misstep. That survival drive is so deeply embedded in our DNA that we still default to “fight or
flight” mode when we are in danger.
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Because our minds want to be super helpful as we try to survive each day, they’ve created a
running movie in our heads that mostly features every mistake, every bad experience, every
horrible conversation we’ve ever had. Our brains are truly not out to torture us – even though
it feels like that when our Mind Movie cranks up at 3 am. They are just trying to keep us “safe”
from repeating the same mistakes. 

An unfortunate side affect is that those Mind Movies become the default running narration of
our lives; the hard-wired story we keep telling ourselves. It plays out over and over and over
again just like Ground Hog's Day.  As old and worn-out as that footage can be, we are doomed
to watch it on endless repeat unless we intentionally create a new Mind Movie  to replace it.

Your Atomic Vision Board is that new Mind Movie.

In this PDF guide, I’m going to share with you 5 KEY steps to creating your Atomic Vision
Board, and more specifically how to turn it into a Mind Move that ACTUALLY manifests! This is
the EXACT process I have and still use to manifest some pretty amazing things in my life. A
best-selling book. An international speaking career. A lucrative corporate consulting practice. A
thriving network marketing business and SO much more!

Let’s jump into it, shall we?!

xoxo, 
Sarah

P.S. One of the most powerful secrets to manifesting is to wear it lightly. Because I am an over-
thinker, this was a very hard lesson for me to learn. Everything I’ve put in this guide is designed
to help you access your more creative – and fun – self. For the next little while, play along with
me. Call me crazy if you need to, just please stay in the game til the end. 
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Step 1: The Foundation of YourExtraordinary Life

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

You cannot save it, invest it, gift it or pay off debt with it.
You cannot buy material things with it or use it achieve “goals”. 
You can only spend it on experiences and life moments. 

I’m about to hand you a pre-paid Amex loaded up with $500,000. It’s yours to spend with
these three stipulations:

1.
2.
3.

**This is not a splitting hairs exercise, so please don’t email me with questions like “Does it count if I use to buy a college experience for
my child?”  You are to spend on experiences. The end. The answer is NO, fyi.

Without stopping to analyze what to write down, list 10 Experiences and Moments you will
buy with new your new windfall. Oh - and the sky is the limit - so go wild!

ATOMIC BONUS POINTS: Vividly describe each experience/moment in rich detail. Where
exactly will you be? What's the weather like? What do you smell? What do you hear? Is it
daytime or night time? Who will be with you? What are you doing in the precise moment you
are envisioning? What emotions are you feeling? You get the idea.
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Congratulations! You’ve just experienced the most powerful of all manifesting tools – the power of
emotion. As you started describing the details of each of your dreams, engaged all of your senses
and saw it in your minds eye, you felt something (if you didn’t, scratch that experience off your
list.) Those feelings capture you and compel you forward, That's the wonder of manifesting this
way – the emotional charge you feel is the current that powers your manifesting engine and
literally pulls you forward.

Compare this with trying to manifest goals or things that have no specific emotional charge. These
things would be amazing to have but there isn't a super-charged feeling for the thing itself. The
pictures are pretty but we have to motivate ourselves to go after them, right? Motivating myself
sounds hard so it feels hard. That makes manifesting hard. 

I, for one, don’t usually choose hard if I can help it. 

ATOMIC THOUGHT:
We don't really want "things". We crave the feelings we believe those things will give us. 

More Room To Write:
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Health & Wellness

Step 2: Choosing What You Want. What You Really, Really Want.

Now that you've gotten the hang of choosing experiences with emotional charge over goals and
things, let's start mapping out exactly what you want to manifest in your life. Stay with the idea
that you have an unlimited pre-loaded AMEx. There are no limitations. 

When I begin this process, I like to pretend that I am explaining what I want to a four-year-old.
Four-year-old’s don’t deal in the abstract. If you’ve ever had a conversation with one, you already
know this. They are only interested in cold, hard and literal specifics. If you are foolish enough to
try to gloss over those specifics, you get to answer the dreaded “But why?” five bazillion times or
until you lose your mind, whichever comes first.

Manifestation works exactly the same way. When you’re manifesting ANYTHING in your life,
specifics are the difference between success and disappointment.  So before you rush into the
construction of your Atomic Vision Board, spend time nailing down the precise details of what you
want.  And remember, we are going for what you want to feel and experience in each area, not
goals to achieve and things to possess.

This is another one of my favorite Manifestation Games – the What If Game. For the next few
minutes, I want you to ask yourself this: “What if anything, absolutely anything were possible for
me?” Remember – this is a GAME. It’s supposed to be light-hearted and fun. Just go with what
first comes to mind in each category and move on.  DREAM BIG! 

●  Health & Wellness
●  Wealth & Abundance
●  Family & Relationships
●  Passions & Joy
●  Career & Ambitions
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Example: I want to catch a glimpse of myself in the mirror and feel amazed by how beautiful and healthy I look.
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Wealth & Abundance

Family & Relationships
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Passions & Joy

Career & Ambitions
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Yay! You've just written out the building blocks for your Extraordinary Life. Now, you are going
to craft your story using everything you just wrote down.

Imagine you are living a life where all the things you listed are already happening. Describe just
an average day in this brand spankin' new, freshly minted manifested life of yours. All the
things you just wrote down are POOF! now your life. What does just an average run of the mill
day look like? 

Now you can start adding the "things" to your description. What is your home like? Where is
it? Who shares it with you? Do you have a maid? Where do you work? Who are the people
you've chosen to be in your life? Where and how to you spend your money?  

Don't leave out any rich, luscious details. You are describing the future you are about to create! 
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A Canva account. It's free so if you don't already have one, go set that up. 

Access to Pinterest. You can google images, too, I just like Pinterest MUCH better.

Now for the fun part!

Because you've already spent time imagining your extraordinary life in delicious detail, you already
have images in your mind's eye of exactly what you want it to look like.  

Instead of using generic images clipped from magazines, we are going to create a digital movie
version of your board with images that match up exactly with what you want.

Here are the tools to do that easy peasy:
1.

Use the computer version as much as you can. The mobile app is great for downloading what
you've already made but not so strong in the actual creating.

1.

If you can copy and paste, you can build an Atomic Vision Board.

Remember that Mind Movie I talked about at the very beginning of this workbook?  Everything
you do from here on out will be focused on intentionally creating your new Mind Movie to replace
the old one.  

A note about using words in your Atomic Vision Board: Unless actual words appear when you
imagine your average day in your new life, don't include words in your Atomic Vision Board. Why?
Because words by themselves to do not evoke emotion - and emotion is what makes this kind of
board so explosive. There is a powerful place for words in manifestation practice and I cover that
elsewhere. 
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Step 3: Prep for Building Your Atomic Vision Board
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Step 4: Let's Build It!

Using everything you wrote down in Step Two - especially "Just Your Average Day in Your
Extraordinary Life", start searching for images that match up to what you already hold in your
mind.

Hop on Pinterest or Google and use the search box to start looking for the perfect images. Save or
copy them, upload them into Canva, and build your vision board.

I actually create a board for each of the five categories, then pull images from there to create my
Average Day board. This keeps my scattered brain organized and I know just where to put a
perfect image when I run across it unexpectedly. 

Remember, be specific. Choose the exact color, the exact shape and size, the exact everything.  If
you are ask for vague, you'll get vague. I once spent three hours looking for an image of the exact
floor I wanted in my kitchen. I finally found it and was told it wasn't made any more. I put it on my
board anyway. Now it's my actual kitchen floor and I feel so happy every time I walk in there!

If at all possible, use images taken from the viewers perspective. For example, if you are putting
your dream car on your board, find a picture of it taken from the drivers seat.
Better yet, go to the dealership and take the picture yourself.

*IMPORTANT*

The images you choose need to spark emotion.  If you find one that seems perfect but it leaves
you feeling "meh", keep looking.  "Meh" has no place in manifesting. 

Remember, do not over think this. This is your board so the only rules are the ones you make.
Keep it light and fun. If you get tired or frustrated, put it down for a while and come back to it
when it feels light again.

When you treat manifestation as an easy game, your atomic vision will always come in much
faster! Again, there are NO limitations! DREAM BIG HERE!

NOTE: About this point in my workshop, someone always says "You said not to envisions specific
things at first and now you want us to go find pictures of specific things. Which is it?"

It's actually both. I know, how confusing. The foundation of Atomic Manifesting is the power of
emotion. That's why we spent so much time focused on how you want to FEEL and what you
want to EXPERIENCE in your extraordinary life.  The images you are now choosing are talisman
for those emotions and experiences. My friend Shana dreamed of feeling sexy, powerful and
RICH. For her, a picture of pair of red, five-inch Jimmy Choo's sparked those emotions like nothing
else.
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Step 5: Now For The Movie We've All Been Waiting For!

SARAH ROBINSON

 On your computer, open your Canva account.
 Open your Average Day in Your Extraordinary Life Board.
 Then open a blank video template. 
 One by one, add the images from your average day board or from "Uploads" to the video
template.* You'll see each image in it's own frame across the bottom. 
 Rearrange the images until they are in an order you like. You can always go back and change
them so don't get stuck on this.
 Watch it all the way through a few times.
Down the left hand side of Canva, click on "Audio". This is a vast library of music. You
are searching for a very specific piece. When you hear it, it brings a flood of emotion
that lifts you, inspires you and conveys the feelings you have when you watch the
movie you just created.

This is the VERY BEST PART!

I love this part so much that it's all can do not to rush the other steps to get to it.  Without  all the
previous work, though, this last bit falls flat.

LET"S GO!

First, pat yourself on the back for all of your great work! So far, you've
1) Played the What If Game in every area of your life to choose what you want your complete
extraordinary life to look like and feel like.
2) Written out just an average day in this amazing life.
3) Found the exact images that match up with what you see and feel in your minds eye.
4) Create a board or boards full of images that look and feel just like the dream life you've
imagined.

You can print out any and all of the boards you've created and use them as traditional vision
boards. For your board to be ATOMIC, there's one more thing I want you to do with it: create
your Mind Movie!

You will, in essence, create the story of your extraordinary life as full technicolor movie . And the
added extra that seals in the magic on this is setting the whole thing to a soundtrack that brings all
of your powerful emotions to the surface.  

Music unlocks parts of our minds and hardwires information in a way unlike any other. In case you
need proof, I can still sing Conjunction Junction and the Preamble to the Constitution thanks to
songs from Schoolhouse Rocks. I bet you can still sing your ABC's. 

Setting your Mind Movie to music will do the exact same thing. The vision for your extraordinary
life will literally hardwire into your mind where it will stay forever.

Ready for that kind of magic? Let's go!

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
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I'm so proud of you! You put in the work and now you have a perfectly and divinely aligned vision
for the life you want to manifest.  Take a moment and acknowledge the work you've done.

Crank Up The Manifesting Part 1
All you have to do is....watch it. For real, that's as hard as it gets from here on out.  As you watch it,
allow yourself to feel all the feelings, hear all the sounds and truly experience the life you've
created for yourself.

I recommend you watch it first thing every day as part of your morning routine or ritual. 
I recommend you watch it when you start to open social for some mindless scrolling.
I recommend you watch it when you're sitting in carpool or waiting in line.
I recommend you watch it as part of your meditation practice.
I recommend you watch it right before you go to sleep at night.

In short, I recommend you watch it often.  You've created a movie you love so that should be
pretty easy to do, right?

The repetition is important - especially at the beginning. The old movie that no longer serves you
has been around a very very long time and it's going to take some time to fully extricate it.  After
you watch it enough, the Schoolhouse Rock effect will take hold. You'll be able to just close your
eyes call it forward in your mind and experience it as if you were watching it on a screen. 

The best part? Even when you aren't consciously watching it or playing it in your mind, your
subconscious is starting to loop it, playing it over and over again in the background.  This is the
new narration of your life.  The new story you're telling yourself. Our minds are so cool!

BONUS: Using your Atomic Vision Board Mind Movie to
manifest like an OG!

8.Choose it, add it to your video. Then play it all the way through again. Pay attention to
how you feel when you watch it this last time. Make any changes you need to make.

Once it's s finished, click download. You can download it to your laptop and to your phone
using the Canva app.

CONGRATULATIONS! You've just written and directed your New Mind Movie for your
extraordinary life!!! 

In the following Bonus Section, I'm going to teach you when and how to use this powerful
tool to rapidly accelerate your manifesting.
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Crank Up The Manifesting Part 2
Ready for some good stuff RIGHT NOW? Yeah - I'm impatient, too, and some things I'm
manifesting are going to take a little while. So what do we do in the meantime?

I'm so glad you asked!

Watch your movie again. This time as you watch it, I want you to think about small ways you can
bring some of your Extraordinary Life into your Right Now Life.  

Here's an example: Both of my children are insane manifestors. I can only dream of calling in the
stuff that comes to them with ease. My younger son wants to take a month-long family trip to
New Zealand. He has no idea how it's going to happen and I REALLY don't have a clue but he's
confident it's meant to be.  

While he's waiting, he's gotten his hands on travel books about New Zealand. Not just the pretty
picture books but the actual "Here's how you plan a trip to New Zealand" travel books. He's
twelve!  So he's in his room, planning out this trip like it's taking place next month. Plane flights.
Hotels. Sightseeing excursions. All of it. 

For him, the trip is a done deal already so his only job now is be the travel agent.

Here's another example: A friend of mine dreams of building a state of the art orphanage for
unadoptable children in the Sudan. There's a whole section in her Mind Movie about it.  For a long
time, it felt so far away and unrealistic on her meager salary that she almost gave it up.

I asked her what small thing she could do in her Right Now Life that would lead her the
manifestation of her dream. I'm so proud of what she came up with.  She found an organization
that allows her to "sponsor" specific, unadoptable orphans in - guess where? - the Sudan!  She
started a small side hustle and uses a portion of that monthly income to financially support two
orphans. She gets pictures and letters from them often. She writes back and is able to send small
gifts from time to time. 

She is in heaven. More important, her emotional energy has shifted from "there's just no way it
can happen" to "I'm loving every minute of my journey". 

That's Atomic Manifesting.

ATOMIC MINDSET REMINDER: Let Go of the How
While we are accustomed to making everything happen for ourselves, manifesting calls us to
a different way of being in the world.  You may look at your New Mind Movie and start
stressing out about how it will ever happen. That isn't your job in this. Leave that with God,
Spirit, the Universe - whatever you call your Higher Power. 

That said, we also don't just sit on our couch, waiting for our Extraordinary Life to fall out of
the sky.  We ask for guidance, stay open to new possibilities, get curious about new
opportunities and follow Divine Nudges, however improbable they may seem.

\
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I've manifested some pretty amazing things in
my life. A best-selling book. A lucrative
corporate consulting practice. A thriving
network marketing business. Not to mention
two AMAZING children.

Now I'm answering a much bigger calling to
share my love for strategy and my passion for
modern spirituality mashed up into a method for
falling in love with the Extraordinary Life you
get to create for yourself.

My unique approach makes it simpler and easier
to understand how spirituality fits into our
modern lives.  I also dive into how to
strategically apply spiritual principles to our
lives, our relationships, our careers, and our
well-being,  The result? Wealth, Health and
Happiness in Abundance.

It might be the most fun I've ever had!

About Sarah

thank you!
I would love to hear about your experiences with The Atomic Vision Board Blueprint and what
happened after you created your new Mind Movie!  I truly love hearing about how lives are
changing. You can email me at Sarah@SarahRobinson.com.

If you loved this work and want to go even deeper into Modern Spirituality and how it can
transform your life, please visit www.SarahRobinson.com often. I am always sharing new
trainings, lessons and tools so you start Falling In Love with Your Extraordinary Life.   
 www.SarahRobinson.com.
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